
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of credit
research. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for credit research

Actively participate in client project discussions we conduct as part of our
project qualification process
Prepare project memos for qualifying activities
Analyze and prepare costing schedules for client’s qualifying expenditures
Collect contemporaneous client documentation to support our credit
calculations
Frequent travel to client sites as part of the engagement process is required
(approximately 50%+ of time)
Clearly communicate work plan and project objectives to the project team
As a senior member of Barclays, Directors are expected to play a leadership
role in non-client activities
As a Credit Estimates Research Assistant, you will analyze company financials
and prepare daily company evaluations for review by senior analysts
Maintain relationships with issuers, Infrastructure sponsors, debt advisors and
other investors, work with internal constituents, to source and close
transactions
Monitoring and evaluating sector and issuer-specific developments

Qualifications for credit research

Strong verbal and written communication skills and ability to comprehend
and communicate complex and multifaceted securities investment
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Overall, a structured securities professional with proven ability to consistently
evaluate, value, recommend and monitor complex collateral, legal, credit and
capital structures and distill relative value, total return ideas into succinct,
timely investment recommendations that consistently add alpha to our
client’s portfolios
2-3 years of working experience within Equity Research or Credit Research
focusing in Insurance
Strong written and verbal communication in both English & Mandarin
CFA or CPA is a plus
Over 10 years of experience in corporate credit research, industry analysis,
financial research, or a related field, with significant experience covering
REITs


